System/Security log review process is performed at two levels

- A real time system log notification system HP System Insight Manager and an enterprise SIEM (Security Information and Event Manager) have been deployed to manage all enterprise IT systems throughout the state. This system sends real time notifications to a distribution group of engineers at (AIT-admin@agnet.tamu.edu).
  - Engineers are required to review the notifications upon receipt and perform appropriate response actions to the varied system events and notifications.
  - When applicable any changes made due to the alerts received are noted in appropriate change management log entries (as described in the Change Management Procedures Document).

- Additionally, logs of systems are reviewed manually on a monthly basis to assure no notification events were unmonitored by the HP System Insight management system.

- Logs history is kept for a minimum of 3 months on background support systems that users do not access directly; whereas logs for front end systems are maintained for up to 6 months or longer depending on disk availability on the system OS drive.